
TEMPORARY MURAL ART

Christine Angelone and Alexander Bingham
Location: 7600 Wood Hollow Drive

This mural was inspired by the natural landscape of the 
Hill Country and features a fiery Texas sunset.

Luis Angulo
Location: 1728 Barton Springs Road

Adjacent to Barton Springs Pool and Zilker Park, this 
mural showcases the endangered Barton Springs 
Salamander. 

Matthew Briar Bonifacio Rodriguez
Location: 4801 Bolm Road

Based on conversations the artist had with residents 
of the Govalle neighborhood, this mural incorporates 
easily-recognizable themes that resonate with the 
community.

Lance Bradley
Location: Mabel Davis Skate Park & Pool, 3427 Parker Ln

This imaginative mural design, executed In the energetic 
style of sketchbook drawings, blurs the boundary 
between real and surreal.
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Kel Brown
Location: Rosewood Neighborhood Park, 2300 
Rosewood Ave

The high-contrast, geometric design of this dynamic 
mural complements the lines of the tennis courts while 
also mimicking the playfulness of the park playground.

Flash Collective
Location: 30th Street and North Lamar

With large and vibrant graphic symbols, this mural 
creates visibility for themes important to Austin’s 
LGBTQIA+ community, in a welcoming and inclusive 
manner.

Rebecca Rothfuss Harrell
Location: Jamie Odom Gazebo at Town Lake Metro 
Park

This abstract mural that complements both the natural 
and built environment. Its colors reflect the glass of 
downtown buildings and the waterfront of Town Lake, 
with shapes that represent minerals and stones—such as 
celestine and limestone—found in Central Texas.

Adreon Henry
Location: Bartholomew Pool, 1800 51st Street

The design of this vinyl wrap artwork incorporates 
patterns that celebrates life in Austin: a pecan tree 
pattern, a lap-lane pattern, and a music performance 
pattern. 
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Rakhee Jain
Location: Austin-Bergstrom International Airport

Located in the Barbara Jordan Terminal of the Austin-
Bergstrom International Airport, this fiber-based 
artwork explores the idea of Austin as a welcoming 
place for all. Using a wax and dye patterning process 
known as batik, the artist worked with members of 
Austin’s immigrant community to create the final design.

Johnathon ‘Chaka’ Mahone
Location: Austin Public, 1143 Northwestern Ave

Inspiration for the mural on the exterior of Austin Public 
came from conversations between the artists and 
community members. The neighborhood expressed a 
desire for art that represented East Austin as a beacon 
for culture. The mural, featuring a vibrant sunflower 
framed by Texas musician Kenny Dorham, celebrates 
the history of Austin and radiates light out into the 
world.

Jesse Melanson
Location: Austin Nature and Science Center, 2389 
Stratford Drive

This colorful artwork will circumscribe a skylight located 
within the Austin Nature and Science Center. Imagery 
for the mural is drawn from a photography workshop 
with participants of the Center’s youth summer 
programs.

SHOWGOATMURALWORKS
Location: Eiland/Moss BMX/Skate Park, 1213 Shoal 
Creek Blvd

This mural, located on walls throughout the skate 
park, blends graphic design and cartoons to create 
lighthearted imagery.
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